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DISTAL FUNCTIONS AND UNIQUE ERGODICITY

ebrahim salehi

Abstract. A. Knapp [5] has shown that the set, D(S), of all distal functions

on a group S is a norm closed subalgebra of l°°(S) that contains the constants

and is closed under the complex conjugation and left translation by elements

of 5. Also it is proved that [7] for any k e N and any lei the function

/: Z -> C defined by f(h) = ea" is distal on Z . Now let W be the norm
closure of the algebra generated by the set of functions

{«i»/" :k€N, XeVL),

which will be called the Weyl algebra. According to the facts mentioned above,

all members of the Weyl Algebra are distal functions on Z. In this paper, we

will show that any element of W is uniquely ergodic (Theorem 2.13) and that

the sel W does not exhaust all the distal functions on Z (Theorem 2.14). The

latter will answer the question that has been asked (to the best of my knowledge)

by P. Milnes [6].
The term Weyl algebra is suggested by S. Glasner. I would like to express

my warmest gratitude to S. Glasner for his helpful advise, and to my advisor

Professor Namioka for his enormous helps and contributions.

1. Preliminaries

Let S be a semigroup and X = l°° (S) be the algebra of all bounded complex

functions on S, equiped with the topology of pointwise convergence on S.

Then (S, l°°(S)) forms a flow, where the action of S on X = l°°(S) is defined

by

(s,fi)^sfi=Rsfi,

where (sf)(t) = (Rsfi)(t) = fits) for all fi G X and s, t G S. A member

/ G l°°(S) is called a distal function on S if it is, distal point relative to the

flow (S, l°°(S)). For this flow and its distal functions we have the following

results [7, 8]:

1.1. Theorem. Let S be a semigroup and let Z(X) be the enveloping semigroup

of the flow (S,l°°(S)). Then l(X) is compact. Furthermore, each og!,(X)

is linear, multiplicative, and preserves the complex conjugation and the constant

functions. Also \\af\\ < \\fi\\ holds for all fiGl°°(S).
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1.2. Theorem. Let D be the space of all distal functions on a semigroup S. Then

D is a norm closed subalgebra of l°° (S) containing constants and is closed under

complex conjugation. Furthermore, D is invariant under each member a of the

enveloping semigroup of the flow (S, l°°(S)).

Given two flows (S, X), and (S, Y) a continuous function tp : X —» Y

is called a flow homomorphism if <p(sx) = stp(x) holds for all s G S and

x G X. If, in addition, tp is onto (or 1-1), then it is called a flow epimorphism

(or monomorphism). The following lemma facilitates a way to generate distal

functions on S from distal points of a flow (S, X).

1.3. Lemma. Let (S, X) be a flow, F G C(X), and x0G X be a distal point,

and let the function f: S —► C be defined by f(s) = F(sx0). Then f is a distal
on S.

Proof. Consider the mapping tp: X —► l°°(S) defined by

<p(x)(t) = F(tx)   for all x G X,  ígS,

which is a flow homomorphism. Since the homomorphic image of a distal flow

is again distal [2], tp maps any distal point of AT to a distal point of l°°(S).

Thus, /' = cp(xf is a distal function on S.

A (classical) dynamical system is a pair (X, T), where I is a nonempty

compact T2 topological space, and T is a continuous map of X into itself.

Note that this is precisely the flow (N, X) with the action

(n, x) h-» T"x,

and if T: X —> X is a homeomorphism, then it is the flow (Z, X) with the

same action. Let (X, T) and (Y, S) be two dynamical systems. Then a

continuous function tp: X —> Y is called a homomorphism if cp(Tx) = Sf(x).

If, in addition, tp is onto, then it is called an epimorphism. A measure p on

X is said to be invariant under T if p(f) = p(fio T) holds for all / 6 C(X).

Following H. Furstenberg [3] we shall refer to the triple (X, T, p) as a process,

where (X, T) is a dynamical system, and p is an invariant probability measure

on the Borel subsets of X . For any / G C(X) we define an associated sequence

{fn} of functions on X by

m=0

A point x G X is said to be generic for the process (X, T, p) if for any

/ 6 C(X) the sequence {fifx)} converges to p(f). A dynamical system

(X, T) is said to be uniquely ergodic if there is a unique invariant probability

measure on the Borel subsets of X ; if in addition, X is minimal, then (X, T)

is called strictly ergodic.

The following theorem is a consequence of the Markov-Kakutani fixed point

theorem [1, p. 45].
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1.4. Theorem. For any dynamical system (X, T) there is a probability measure

p on the Borel subsets of X that is invariant under T.

And, for uniquely ergodic processes we have the following theorem [3, 9],

1.5. Theorem. Let (X, T, p) be a process. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) (X, T) is uniquely ergodic with invariant measure p ;

(b) For any f g C(X) its associated sequence {/„} converges to p(f) uni-

formly on X ;
(c) Every point of X is generic for the process (X, T, p).

1.6. Corollary. Let (X, T) be a dynamical system in which for any f g C(X)

its associated sequence {fn} converges pointwise to a constant on X. Then

(X, T) is uniquely ergodic.

1.7. Corollary. Let A be a dense linear subspace of C(X), and assume that for

any fi GA its associated sequence {fn} converges pointwise to a constant. Then

(X, T) is uniquely ergodic.

1.8. Corollary. If the process (X, T, p) is uniquely ergodic and tp: (X, T) —►

(7,5) is an epimorphism, then (Y, S) is also uniquely ergodic.

2. Ergodicity of elements of the Weyl algebra

In this section we would like to study the dynamical system (X, S), where

X = I°°(Z), and S: X - X is the shift operator defined by S fin) = fi(n + 1).

We note that this is exactly the flow (Z, /°°(Z)). For a function / e X, let Xf

be the orbit closure of /, that is, the closure of the set {Snf; n G Z}. Since

I, the enveloping semigroup of (Z, /°°(Z)), is compact, we have

Xf = lf={o(f):oGl}.

Also, if / is distal, then the X, is minimal. Clearly, S: X —* X is a homeo-

morphism, and S(XjA) = Xf. Thus the restriction of S to Xf, which will be

denoted by S, is still a homeomorphism, and we can consider the dynamical

system (Xf, S). By Theorem 1.4, there is a probability measure on the Borel

subsets of X,, which is invariant under S, and therefore invariant under all

S"   (nGl).

2.1. Definition. A function / g X is said to be uniquely ergodic if the system

(Xf, S) is uniquely ergodic. If in addition X¡. is also minimal, then we call /

strictly ergodic.

For a distal function /, since Xj- is minimal unique ergodicity is the same

as strict ergodicity; therefore we do not make any distinction between them.

2.2. Theorem. Suppose that fi G X is uniquely ergodic and that the function

F : C —► C is continuous. Then F o fi is uniquely ergodic.

Proof. Let h = F o f and Xh be the orbit closure of h , and let tp : Xf -> Xh

be defined by tp(g) = F o g (g g Xf . Then tp is an epimorphism, and thus

by Corollary 1.8, h is uniquely ergodic.
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2.3. Theorem. For a finite subset Q = {cox, co2, ... , co } of Z let the functions

E(Q.):X-+C,        Ë(QA):X^C,

defined by

E(Çl)(fi) = f(wx)f(co2)---f(cOj),    and   E(0)(fi) = 1,

Ë(Ci)(f)=E(Q)(f),

where E(Cl)(f)  is the complex conjugate of E(£i)(f).   Then f is uniquely

ergodic if and only if for any finite subsets H, A ofiTL,

-^—YjE(Çi)Ë(A)(Sm(of))

converges, as n —> oo, to a constant c(Q, A) that is independent of a e X.

Proof.  => Let tp = E(Q)E(A). Then cp G C(XA), and by 1.5(b), its associated

sequence {tpf} converges to p(tp) uniformly on Xj-.

<= Let A be the linear subspace of C(Xf) generated by all the functions

of the form E(Cl)E(A) with Q and A being any finite subsets of Z. Then by

the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, A is dense in C(Xf), and the theorem follows

from Corollary 1.7.

2.4. Corollary. If fi is uniquely ergodic, then the limit

1       "
Xim-A—Y \o(fi)(m)\

n    n + 1 ¿—'
m=0

exists and is a constant independent of a .

Proof. With the notation of the Theorem 2.3, let Q = {0} , and A = 0.

2.5. Corollary. If the function fi is uniquely ergodic, then so is xfi for any

reS.

Proof. Let uel, and v = o o t . Then by Theorem 2.3,

-±-x ¿ E(Q)E(A)(Sm(o(zfi))) = -^T E E(n)Ë(A)(Sm(uf)),
m=0 m=0

which converges uniformly to a constant independent of v .

2.6. Lemma. Let p(x) = akx +ak_xx ~x -\-\-axx + a0 be a real polynomial,

and the Junction f:Z-*C be defined by

fi(x) = eip(x)       (XGIA).

Then for each o el there is a real polynomial pn whose leading coefficient is

ak , and afin) = eip°{n).

Proof. The conclusion follows obviously if k = degp(x) = 0. So let k > 0,

and note that for any n , s G Z

2 k
, s is        Si.,       S     n,   , S      (k),   s

Pin + s)= pin) + -p in) + —p («) + •■•+ ^    (") ■
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Now suppose that {sa} is a net in Z such that limasa = o G X. By taking a

subnet, if necessary, we may assume that

limexp i i
s a

IT
exp(id,)       (l=l,2,...,k).

Consequently, for each n G Z

af(n) = lim f(n + sa) = ]imeip{n+^ = eip°(n)

where pa(n) = p(n) + dxp'(n) + 82p"(n) H-(- 6kp( \ri) is a real polynomial

in n , whose leading coefficient is the same as that of p(n), i.e., ak .

2.7. Lemma. Let F: Z —► C be a periodic function with period u > 0, and

p(x) = aqxq + aq_xxq~x + ■■■ + axx + a0 be a real polynomial for which, if

q > 0, the leading coefficient aq is an irrational multiple of n . Then

lim
«I—»oo

1        "
1 V—*    T-/ \      'P(m)

-r >   F(m)en + I ¿^    v   ;
«n=0

o, ifiq>0,

[F(0) + --- + F(u-l)],    ifq = 0.

Proof. Observe that, for any n G N, there is a nonnegative integer k with

n = ku + r  (0 < r < u). Hence

1     *^ „,   , ip(m) ku
ku-l

m=0

- >   F(m)e       =-.-r • y— >    F(m)e
« + 1^    v; ku + r+l   ku ¿-1    y   '

m=0

1 "
+-r Y F(m)el

n+l  ¿-^     v   '
Ap(m)

m=ku

If F(m)eip(m) is bounded by M, then \Yîm=kuFim)eip{m)\ < uM. Therefore,

lim
«1—»oo

-7 y^ F(m)e
n+l ¿-^    K

ip(m)

m=ku

= 0.

Also, lim^^ ku/(ku + r +1) = I . Thus it is sufficient to calculate

ku-l

lim
k—»oo ¿£/<

m)e
ip(m)

m=0
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ku-l

E F(m
m=0

ip(m+ju)

But

fc-1 U+l)u-l
n) = E E ^)^(m)

7=0     m=ju

k-1 u-l

7=0 m=0

= E E ^i«)**0"*-"0
,=0 m=0

U-l «fc-1

= ¿2¿2Fim)eip{m+JU)
m=0j=0

u-l k-1

= EF(w)E^(m+;u)

m=0 j=0

If q = degp(x) = 0, then eip{m+Ju) = e'a°, and

,    ku-l .    w—1 k—l
ip(m+ju)

m=0 m=0 y=0

7=0

1

¿«0

m=0

[F(0)

For (? > 0, note that p(m + ju) is a polynomial in 7 , whose leading coefficient,

Vaw9 , is an irrational multiple of n . Then, by the theorem of Weyl [10, Satz 9]

lim
k—»oo

1   k~{
1_ Y^    'P{m+iu)

7=0

= 0.

Consequently

lim
k—»oo

ku-l

rE' w)e
i/»(m)

M-l

= Y^ /*"(«) < lim
^—' I ¿-»oo
m=0

1    fc-'
1    Y""*    >P(m+ju)

ku t-*
7=0

= 0,
m=0

and this proves the lemma.

2.8. Theorem. Let teN be fixed and let

p(x) = akx  +ak_xx~ -1-+ axx + a0

be a real polynomial of degree k .   Then the junction h : Z —» C defined by

h(x) = e'p(x) is uniquely ergodic.

Proof. If ax, a2, ... , ak, are all rational multiplies of n, then h is periodic

and Xh is finite and minimal. Hence it is uniquely ergodic. So, we may assume

■'
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that at least one of the coefficients ax, a2, ... , ak, is an irrational multiple of

n . Suppose that a    (0 < q < k) is the last such number, and let

/->/   \ k   , 9+1
Q(n) = akx  + --- + aq+xx*    ,

R(n) = ax9 H-h axx + a0.

If fin) = elQ(n) and g(n) = eiR{n), then h(n) = f(n)g(n), and the function

/ is a periodic function (say, with period u ). By Lemma 2.6, for any a,

there is a real polynomial Ra with the same leading coefficient as that of R

(i.e., aq ), such that og(n) = e'R^"'. Now let Q, = {cox, co2, ... , co }, and

A= {ôx, ô2, ... , of be any two finite subsets of Z. Then by Theorem 2.3, we

must show that

lim
n—»oo

^]-lYjE(Çl)E(A)(Sm(ah))
m=0

exists and its value is independent of o . Using the properties of a , S, E,

and E we note that

E(QA)Ë(A)(Smah) = E(Q)Ë(A)(Sm(afiag))

= [E(Çl)Ê(A)(Sm(afi))] ■ [E(m + 0)E(m + A)(ag)]

= [E(Q)Ë(A)(Sm(afi))] ■ [E(m + Q.)E(m + A)eiR°]

= E(Çï)Ë(A)(Sm(of))].elG°(m),

where Gfm) = EM6Í¡A> + co) - J2¿€ARaim + â) is a Polynomial in m .

Now let F: Z -» C be defined by

F(m) = E(Q)E(A)(Smfi).

Then F is periodic function of period u, and a straightforward calculation

shows that

E(Q.)Ë(A)(Smof) = (oF)(m).

Consequently,

^ E E(Çl)E(A)(Sm(oh)) = -L. j^ioFKmWui' ¡\m¡C

m=0 "   '   * m=0

Also, if {s } is a net in Z such that lim s  = a el, then
' *■  aJ a   a '

oF(0) + ■■■ + oF(u - 1) = lim[F(0 + s„) + ■ ■ ■ + F(u - 1 + s )]
a a a

= limLF(O) + --- + F(u-l)] = F(0) + --- + F(u-l),
a

which shows that oF(0) H-h oF(u - 1) is a constant independent of a G I.

Similarly, one can show that a F is also a periodic function of period u. On

the other hand, by Taylor's theorem

Gfrn)= ¿2Ra(m + w)-^2Ra(m + ô)
wen ¿SA

= kQRa(m) + kxR!a(m) + -.-+kqRf(m),
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where kv = $t{to\ H-\-to" - ôvx

number independent of o .
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• • - ôj)   (v = 0, 1, ... , q) is a rational

Now, if kQ

2.7,
kq_x = 0, then Ga(m) = kqaqq\ and, by Lemma

lim
n—»oo

1

n + 1
Y,ioE)im)e

'G.(m)

m=0

<Av!
[oF(0)+  ■+oF(u-l)]

eaW-
[F(0) + --- + F(u-l)],

which is independent of a . If one of kQ , kx, ... , kq_ x is nonzero, say kr ^ 0,

but k0 = A, = ■ • ■ = Xr_x =0  (0 < r < q), then degGfm) = r, and its leading

coefficient is the same as that of krR^(m), which is an irrational multiple of

n . Therefore, by Lemma 2.7,

n

lim
n—»oo

1

n+ 1 E^x m)e
>Ga(m)

m=0

= 0.

Thus, in either case, the limit

lim
n—»oo

-^Y,E(ÇÏ)E(A)(Smoh)   = lim    ¿¿W(^
n + 1 *—' ««-»oo   n + 1 ■¿—'

m=0

iG(m)

m=0

exists and is independent of o G X. This completes the proof.

2.9. Theorem. Let the system (X, T) be strictly ergodic, with T: X -* X a

homeomorphism, and let the function A: C(X) x X —» /°°(Z) be defined by

A(F, x)(n) = F(Tnx). Then any element in the range of A is strictly ergodic.

Proof. Let / = A(F, x0) be fixed, and define the mapping tp : X —» /°° (Z) by

<p(x)(n) = F(T"x). Then tp(xf) = f, and

tp(Tx)(n) = F(Tn(Tx)) = F(Tn+Xx) = tp(x)(n + 1) = (Stp(x))(n)

or cp(Tx) = Scp(x), which shows that tp is a flow homomorphism. Since X is

minimal, tp[X] = Xf, the orbit closure of /. Therefore, by Corollary 1.7, /

is strictly ergodic.

Next we would like to show that any function h: Z —» C of the form

hin) = YL]=i AjelP'W is uniquely ergodic, where Aj G C and PAn) is a real

polynomial. The proof is presented for the case r = 2, but it can be applied to

any r G N . First we need the following theorem.

2.10. Theorem. Let fi, g be two uniquely ergodic functions on Z such that for

any four finite subsets Q,, Q2, A,, and A2 of Z, the function

f(çix , n2, a{ , a2) = n srf n swg n ^/ n ^
<5£A,

¿s uniquely ergodic. Then f + g is uniquely ergodic.
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Proof. First we consider Y = X(/, g), the orbit closure of (/, g), and we

wish to show that it is uniquely ergodic. By Corollary 1.6, we must prove that

for any tp g CÇL(f, g)), and any element o(fi, g) = (of, og) G l(f, g) the
limit

l-j^tp(Sm(ofi,og))lim
n—»oo n +

m=0

exists and is a constant independent of o.   For this we use the fact that

X(/, g) c If x lg = Xr x X . Following the notation of Theorem 2.3, for aV
finite subset Q, of Z, let the functions

Ex(Q):lfxlg^C, E2(Q):lfixlg^C

be defined by Ex(Q)(of, xg) = E(Q)(ofi), and E2(Çï)(ofi, xg) = E(ÇÎ)(xg),
and let £,-(fi) be the complex conjugate of ¿i-(fl), 7 = 1,2. Then E.(Q) is

continuous and the set of linear combinations of the functions of the form

Ex(Qx)E2(n2)E-x(Ax)E~2(A2)

is dense in C(X/ x Xg) = C(Xj- x X ). Thus by Corollary 1.7, is enough to

consider tp = Ex(flx)E2(Qf)Ex(Ax)E2(A2). With this choice

(p(Smiof, og)) = FiCLx ,Ci2,Ax, Afim).

Since FiQ.x ,Çl2,Ax, Af)(m) is uniquely ergodic, by Theorem 2.3, the limit

lim -L-iYjtp(Sm(af,og))
m=0

exists and is independent of a. This proves that Y = X(/, g) is uniquely

ergodic. Next by Theorem 2.9, the mapping A: C(Y) x Y -> l°°(Z) de-

fined by A(c7, y)(n) = G(Sny) produces uniquely ergodic functions. Now let

y0 = (fi, g), and G = Ex(0) + E2(0). Then

A(C7, yQ)(n) = G(S"yf = G(S"(fi, g)) = G(Snfi, S"g) = fi(n) + g(n)

is uniquely ergodic.

2.11. Corollary. Let p(n), q(n) be any two real polynomials, and fi(n) = i

and g(n) = eiqW . Then fi + g is uniquely ergodic.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that, for any four finite subsets Qx, Q2, A,

A, of integers the function

M")

and

<s_F(nx, q2 , a, , a2) = n swj- n srg n $7 n ^?
¿eA.

'Q(n)
is uniquely ergodic. But F(QX, Q2, A,, A2)(n) = eU( ', where

Qin) = Y, pin + œ)+ E «("+ w) - E p(n + ö)-J2ain+â)
co€íl. w€Q, <5€A, <5€A,
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is a real polynomial in n . Therefore, by Theorem 2.8, F(QX, Cl2, Ax, Af) is

uniquely ergodic.

So far, it has been shown that any element of the algebra A generated by
iknk

the set {n h-> e : k g R, k g N} is strictly ergodic. Next, we would like

to demonstrate the main result of this paper; that is, any element of the Weyl

algebra W is strictly ergodic. To accomplish this result, we need the following

theorem.

2.12. Theorem. The set of all uniquely ergodic functions in X = l°°(Z) is closed

under uniform convergence.

Proof. Let fia G X be a sequence of uniquely ergodic functions that converge

uniformly to /. We choose Q, A to be any two finite subsets >of Z, and define

the function F: /°°(Z) -» C by F if) = E(Q.)E(A)(fi). For each a, the func-

tion fa is uniquely ergodic, and therefore there is a number ca independent

of a G X such that

lim
«I—»oo

-^YjE(Q.)E(A)(Sm(ofa))
m=0

= lim
n—*oo

-±-YFiSmof)
n + 1 ¿-i, a

m=0

= Cn

Let M = supJ|/J|00. Then Sm(o(ff) and Sm(o(fi)) are in the set

B = {hGl°ciZ):\\h\\oo<M}.

Since F is uniformly continuous on B , {ca} is Cauchy, and it converges to a

number c gC. Now we would like to show that for any a G X

lim
n—»oo

m=0

= C .

Given e > 0, by uniform continuity of F on fi, there is a ö > 0 such that

hx,h2GB and ||A, - h2\\ < Ô => |F(A,) - F(A2)| < e/3.

Let a be chosen so that \ca - c\ < e/3 , and \\fa - fW^ < ö , which implies that

\F (f )-F (f)\< e/3. Therefore

1

n+ 1
¿F(S>/))-c
m=0

^ TTÏ S \F^m^af)) - nsmiofa))\
m=0

-L-xJ-FiSm{afa))-ca
m=0

+ K„ - C\

Now, since /  is uniquely ergodic, there is a number M0 G N such that

n> M,o -^J2F(Sm(ofa))-ca
m=0

<
3'
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therefore

< £n > M0

m=0

which completes the proof.

2.13. Theorem. Any element of the Weyl algebra is uniquely ergodic.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.12 and the fact that the Weyl algebra is

the uniform closure of a set of uniquely ergodic functions.

2.14. Theorem. The Weyl algebra does not exhaust all distal functions.

Proof. By Theorem 2.13, it is enough to introduce a distal function on Z that

is not uniquely ergodic. Let T = {z G C: \z\ = 1} be the unit circle, k G T,
2 2

and g : T —> T be any continuous function, and let tp : T —► T   be defined by

tp(u, v) = (ku, g(u)v).

Then the flow (Z, T2) is distal, where the action is («,£)>- <p"i£) [4]. In [3],

Furstenburg has introduced a continuous function g: T —» T and an element

k g T such that not all ergodic averages do exist; that is, there is a £ € T and

h G C(T2) such that

lim
«!—»OO

1

n + 1 ¿-Í
m=0

hi<pmiZ))

does not exist. Now if we define /: Z —► C by fi(m) = h(ç>m(Ç)), then, by

Lemma 1.3, / is distal, while, by Corollary 2.4 (with a = R0 , the right trans-

lation by 0); it is not uniquely ergodic (/ £ W).
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